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ABSTRACT
This manuscript explores nostalgia’s assault on the particular, the distortion of memory
by commercialized space, and possibilities of selfhood in a systems-crazed society. A long
sequence of pastoral haibun and haiku titled, “All the Times We Passed McDonald’s Between
Chapel Hill and Tuxedo, NC,” forms the backbone, borrowing forms, themes and poetic
fragments from the final and most famous of Bashō’s travel journals, Oku no Hosomichi.
Intertwined with this series are pieces that investigate the interplay between a poem and its
reading environment as well as computer-assisted monologues that question the relationship
between voice and embodiment.
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ALL THE TIMES WE PASSED MCDONALD’S BETWEEN CHAPEL HILL AND TUXEDO
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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5:21
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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5:30
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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5:32
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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POEM TO BE READ FROM SCREEN WHILE DRIVING
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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WHAT IS LOVE? A 15-STEP PROOF
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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POEM TO BE READ PACING AN UNLIT HOME AT DUSK
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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ERROR “HERON” BEING HERONS
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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POEM TO BE READ STANDING COMPLETELY STILL
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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ALL THE TIMES WE PASSED MCDONALD’S BETWEEN CHAPEL HILL AND TUXEDO
-:-Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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5:36
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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5:41
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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5:46
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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5:56
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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6:06
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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6:11
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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6:21
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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6:58
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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VOICE TEST #539
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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VOICE TEST #928
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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CODE REVIEW
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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#!/KrocBot/src/filters/memory_construct.mcd
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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#!/KrocBot/src/lib/exp/adjustor.mcd
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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#!/KrocBot/src/base/actors/default.mcd
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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VOICE TEST #1143
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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VOICE TEST #1502
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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ALL THE TIMES WE PASSED MCDONALD’S BETWEEN CHAPEL HILL AND TUXEDO
7:01
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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7:03
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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7:05
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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7:17
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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7:23
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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7:31
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.

Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
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the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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NOT THE HERO WE NEED, BUT ETC.
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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VAN TROMP
You should tell him
that indistinctness is my forte.
—J.M.W. Turner
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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I DREAM I AM YOUR RACIST FACEBOOK UNCLE
In the dream I am driving
an antique bayonet
into the stomachs
of my daughters’ suitors yelling
return on investment.
In the dream the drift
of accumulating bodies
in my three car garage piles
so large my truck
must sleep outdoors.
In the dream I attempt dreaming
my garage fourth-car-ness,
but alas, I am the poor
Silverado conked-out beneath
the stars (American)
dreaming Chevy dreams:
like I’m tearing down
Jackson Avenue when from
my undercarriage my all chrome-alloy
cock sprouts and sprouts
its own 36-point rack of antlers and
I’m catching every yellow light
streaky, reflecting
off of everything.
It occurs to me that part of me
is a driver's seat wherein someone is seated
and that someone is me, driving.
It doesn't “occur to me” but I somehow
understand that I am also the wasted spark,
the windshield unfogging, the rainwater
that funnels thru my all-season tread.
In the dream you could say
the space my body occupies
takes on a dream-like quality.
For example, we load
a riding lawnmower into me
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and it’s me. We trade
that in for a riding leafblower (me)
which we trade for a riding snowblower
(still me) to be traded
for a riding (and this is me also) flamethrower
for in my dream it is so cold.
In the dream I am melting
ice floes from my circular driveway
when I see it
petrified, aglow, there
beneath my snowy image:
true history.
In the dream I wake
much older. My siblings much older
have children.
The children dream things to the internet.
I see my hands.
I feel their typing.
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UPTALK WITH CREELEY
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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ALL THE TIMES WE PASSED MCDONALD’S BETWEEN CHAPEL HILL AND TUXEDO
7:35
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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7:36
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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7:41
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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7:56
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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7:59
Patina of useless metadata hugging
the surface of the actual or else
the image resolving itself atop the river
of binaries on which it drifts.
Or a leafy beetle
ups and dies upon an open page
of a magazine forgotten in the grass.
He will be carried off-screen by the ants,
who in their swarming, rearrange and rewrite
a poem by Alice Notley. In some versions
they get it all wrong. In some versions
perfection is pheromonal and fleeting.
The ants are always set in Garamond.
They say an uncertain percentage of insects
will die of old age. We are over halfway through
the top ten reasons people are still writing
in couplets.
How can trends be emergent in a medium mostly dead?
Do we blame green-screened blockbusters
about speedy green algorithms or Roman fingers
combing the gold from their wavy wheat?
We might blame Baudrillard,
but then we might have to read Baudrillard.
We had too much time on our hands
and not enough time to do anything with it.
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NOTES
In All the Times We Passed McDonald’s Between Chapel Hill and Tuxedo, NC, all excerpts from
Bashō’s travel journal rely on Cid Corman’s translation, Back Roads to Far Towns: Basho's OkuNo-Hosomichi (1995).
“5:36” adapts language from Sid & Marty Krofft Television Productions Inc. v. McDonald's Corp.
562 F.2d 1157. 9th Cir. 1977. Ketchup ketchup is something birds say.
The italicized haiku in “7:31” are found haiku, each individual line of which is taken from a
separate prose section of Back Roads to Far Towns.
“7:59” quotes a line from the chorus of “Like Like the the the Death” by the Silver Jews.
“What is Love? A 15-Step Proof” borrows its jagged form from Anne Carson.
The four “Voice Test” poems were written with the assistance of Markov chain algorithm and
utilize text from Ray Kroc’s Grinding it Out (1977) and Trump: The Art of the Deal (1987).
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